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How does individual mobility in the urban environment impact their health status? Previous works have explored the
correlation between human mobility behaviour and individual health, yet the study on the underlying causal effect is woefully
inadequate. However, the correlation analysis can sometimes be bewildering because of the confounding effects. For example,
older people visit park more often but have worse health status than younger people. The common associations with age
will lead to a counter-intuitive negative correlation between park visits and health status. Obtaining causal effects from
confounded observations remains a challenge. In this paper, we construct a causal framework based on propensity score
matching on multi-level treatment to eliminate the bias brought by confounding effects and estimate the total treatment
effects of mobility behaviours on health status. We demonstrate that the matching procedure approximates a de-confounded
randomized experiment where confounding variables are balanced substantially. The analysis on the directions of estimated
causal effects reveals that fewer neighbouring tobacco shops and frequent visits to sports facilities are related with higher
risk in health status, which differs from their correlation directions. Physical mobility behaviours and environment features
have more significant estimated effects on health status than contextual mobility behaviours. Moreover, we embed our
causal analysis framework in health prediction models to filter out features with superficial correlation but insignificant
effects that might lead to over-fitting. This strategy achieves better model robustness with more features filtered out than
L1-regularization. Our findings shed light on individual healthy lifestyle and mobility-related health policymaking.
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INTRODUCTION

As most countries around the globe witnessed rising life expectancy and ageing populations [47], people are
increasingly conscious about maintaining healthy lifestyles, which are often associated with various mobilityrelated exercises and activities, such as having more physical movements and visiting places with healthy
context [2, 10, 65]. To which extent is one’s health condition determined by his/her mobility behaviours? It
has been a long-standing research problem to understand the causal relationship between mobility behaviour
and health status. A number of studies have shown that the physical and contextual characteristics of mobility
behaviour are correlated with various indicators of health status, such as depressive moods [11], stress level [36],
endocrine disorder [44] and all-cause health conditions [93]. Therefore, it is a paramount task to uncover the
causal effects of mobility behaviour on health status, which might have important implications on wide-ranging
applications and policy-making.
However, the conclusions drawn from correlation analyses could be not reliable and sometimes even contradictory. For instance, when we examine the association between park visit frequency and health status, we
might find a misleading negative correlation because they are both affected by an individual’s age [22]. To be
specific, elder people tend to visit parks more frequently compared to the youngers, while the elders also tend
to have higher risks of health conditions. Therefore, even if the correlation between health status and park
visit frequency is positive within each age group, the overall correlation analysis will likely generate a negative
outcome. Another example is one in the current work. When we calculate the association between the number
of sports venues an individual has visited and her behaviour of hospital visit, the outcome supposes that more
sports facilities visit is related to higher health risk, which is opposed to the intuitive characteristic of sports
venues. A deeper probe into the relationship between age and sports visits reveals that seniors significantly visit
more sports facilities than younger people. This suggests that the correlation of visits on sports and health status
may be partially affected by their association with age and requires further consideration. The aforementioned
counter-intuitive correlations are caused by the well-known confounding effect in experiment design [56], which
needs to be adjusted with techniques in the area of causal inference. Specifically, when there are common causes
that simultaneously affect two variables, their correlation is confounded by the common causes and thus is
inappropriate to be interpreted as the causal effect. Therefore, directly applying the potentially biased conclusions
of correlation analysis to health monitoring could cause critical consequences. Motivated by this challenge, we
aim to remove the confounding bias in the correlation study and estimate the causal effect of individual mobility
behaviour on health status.
In this paper, we launch the study on the relationship between urban mobility behaviour and health status from
a causal perspective. We alleviate the confounding effect with a causal analysis framework that mainly consists
of three components. First, we leverage a large-scale mobility dataset passively collected from mobile networks,
which records individual’s movements and stays in urban spaces with high spatial and temporal granularity [93].
In addition, the context of mobility behaviour is supplemented by a POI (Point of Interest) dataset. Each urban
visit can be characterized by the distributions of various categories of neighbouring POIs. Moreover, the dataset
is associated with the ground truth of all-cause health status, which is collected via a user survey. These datasets
provide a unique chance to estimate the causal effects of mobility behaviour on health status. Second, beyond
simple correlation analysis, we estimate the causal effects of each mobility behaviour pattern on health status.
We first construct a causal diagram to depict causal relationships and confounding effects based on findings from
previous works. Then we design a propensity score-based matching procedure that matches individuals with
similar confounding variables to approximate a randomized experiment, relieving the confounding effect under
our assumptions on causal relationships. The average treatment effects of mobility behaviour patterns on health
status are calculated on the matched pairs of individuals. The significance and directions of estimated causal
effects are further analyzed to understand mobility behaviour’s relation with health status. An experiment of
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estimating mobility pattern’s effect on hospital readmission is included to lend more credibility to the estimation
of their effect on health status. Thirdly, we embed the causal analysis framework into health status prediction
models. Since causal analysis provides each pattern’s effect independently, the significance level of an input
feature’s estimated causal effects can serve as a guide for judging whether it is essential in the prediction or just
superficial noise that might cause over-fitting. By selecting causally significant input features, we can achieve
more robust models with better performance on prediting health status.
Through the above design-guided analysis and prediction, our main findings are fourfold. First, we discovered
that some directions of estimated effects differ from confounded correlation directions after the confounding effect
is relieved. For example, more neighbouring entertainment venues have effects on worse health outcome, while it
is correlated with better health status. Visiting sports facilities may impact better health status, but the correlation
analysis suggests an opposite association. The causal analysis provides more intuitive findings, which helps
us to understand the role of mobility behaviour patterns in influencing health status. Second, the significance
test on estimated causal effects reveals that the physical mobility behaviours and environment features have a
more significant impact on health status than contextual mobility behaviours. Meanwhile, visiting sports and
entertainment venues has a higher estimated impact on health than visiting other categories of POIs. Third, the
causal framework can balance the distributions of confounding variables on matched pairs. We demonstrate that
after the matching process, the differences between average values of confounding variables on an individual
with a higher treatment value in a pair and an individual with a lower treatment value are reduced from over 70%
to no more than 10%. This balancing property ensures that the matching is a good approximation of randomized
experiments, validating the credibility of the estimations. Fourth, our causal-based feature selection method
significantly improves the prediction performances of the health status prediction task based on a naive Bayes
model(p<0.01). Furthermore, causal-based feature selection in logistic regression achieves the same level of
performance with L1 regularization with 65% more features filtered. The strategy’s efficiency demonstrates that
causal analysis can avoid misleading features included in prediction models, consequently improving the model’s
robustness and interpretability.
The current work’s major contributions are summarized as follow.
• We are the first to analyze the causal effects of mobility behaviour patterns derived from large, passively
collected mobility data set on general health status. It confirms the deficiency of the correlation analysis
and opens the opportunity to conduct cost-efficiency, large-scale, and comprehensive studies on the effect
of mobility on health status.
• We alleviate the confounding effects in the correlation analysis on mobility behaviour patterns and individual
health status by a causal framework. New insights in understanding mobility patterns’ impact on individual
health are drawn by analyzing the significance and the directions of estimated causal effects.
• We leverage the results of causal analysis for feature selection in health prediction models. Experiment
results demonstrate that the prediction performances are improved by 0.1% to 8% after filtering insignificant
input features by causal-based feature selection.
After discussing some related works in Section 2, we introduce the mobility dataset and explain the motivation
to conduct causal analysis in Section 3. Section 4 describes the approach to estimate causal effects. Section 5
provides the analysis and credibility checks on estimated causal effects and its application in the health prediction
task. Implications and limitations are discussed in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORKS
2.1 Mobility Data Mining
Studies on mobility data have grown rapidly in recent years due to the abundant opportunity to access passively
sensed large-scale mobility data owing to the widespread use of smartphones and cellular networks [58]. The
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studies can be categorized into modelling the physical attributes of mobility and the application of mobility data
in urban problems. Classic models of human mobility include Lévy flight [8], gravity model [39], and radiation
model [70]. González et al. [28] discovered that individual urban travel shows a high degree of spatial and
temporal regularity. These models efficiently advance the prediction of urban mobility. Besides, mobility data
are applied in various problems. On an individual level, Xu et al. [87] captured semantic features of living style
by temporal modes detected in mobility trajectories. The semantic and physical attributes of urban mobility
are jointly modelled to predict an individual’s demographic [86]. On a regional level, Yuan et al. [89] use urban
human mobility patterns to infer regional functions. Regional physical inactivity is studied by mobility data in [2].
The successful application of mobility data in various topics strengthens our motivation to study the relationship
between mobility behaviour and individual health status.

2.2

Health Analysis with Mobility Data

Both mobility patterns and health indicators can be sensed passively without human interaction. This is consistent
with that a significant proportion of research interests falls in health analysis among the various applications
of mobility data. Relationships between mobility patterns and a diverse range of health indicators are studied.
The mobility behaviours are shown to be indicative of individual health conditions by conducting prediction
tasks in [44, 93]. Hillebrand et al. [33] combine mobile network data with app usage in inferring well-being
status. Contextual mobility behaviour is exploited in [82] to predict chronic disease. As for mental health analysis,
Canzian et al. [11] investigate the correlation between various mobility behaviours and an individual’s degree of
depression. Morshed et al. [52] collect passively sensed mobility and activity data to predict mood instabilities
reliably. Mobility indicators of stress-resilience are identified and their association with mental health are studied
in [1]. Mobility trajectories and POI visits help in analyzing social anxiety [36]. In addition, hospital readmission
is evaluated and predicted by patient’s mobility behaviours, such as sedentary behaviour [4] and step counts [75].
A common issue of these studies is that they are based on correlation analysis which may be inadequate to
represent how mobility patterns impact health status because of the confounding effects in correlation studies. A
potential improvement is to alleviate the confounding effects by methods in the field of causal inference. We aim
to adopt these measures into studying the relationship between mobility and individual health status.

2.3

Causal Inference in Health Analysis

Causal inference has been long studied in various subjects. The goal of causal inference, different from the
association, is to understand the causal relation and infer the beliefs when conditions are changed or intervened [56]. When we observed the occurrence of two phenomenons, association analysis focuses on how are
they related, while causal analysis imagines what would happen if one phenomenon had not occurred. Current
studies on studying the causal effect of a treatment on an outcome mostly follow two equivalent causal models the Neyman-Rubin potential-outcome framework [63, 72] and Pearl’s structural causal model [54]. Under the
potential outcome framework, the potential outcome denotes what the outcome would be if an individual were
to take a treatment. The causal effect of a treatment is then defined as the difference of the potential outcomes of
taking and not taking the treatment. However, it is always impossible to observe all potential outcomes for a
given individual [63]. This leads to the requirement of estimating counterfactual outcomes. Various approaches
have been designed to deal with this problem and estimate causal effects, including grouped conditional outcome
modelling [43], propensity score matching [61], inverse probability weighting [35], double machine learning [14],
and causal forest [80].
Among the literature that is concerned with causal relationships, a great deal of effort has been devoted to
the public health community. Understanding the causal effect of a health-related association may indicate the
potential effectiveness of the intervention [27]. Currently, with the development in machine learning tools for
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causal inference [79] and the access to abundance data, observational causal studies have sprung up in the public
health literature, employing data from various sources. Hasthanasombat et al. [31] collect open drug prescription
and map data to inquire into the causal effects of neighbourhood built environment on public mental health
on a district population level. In [45], the authors evaluate disease management’s effect on congestive heart
failure by constructing comparable control groups with propensity scores. Psychiatric drug’s effect on individual
psychopathology is studied with the self-reported medication drawn from social media data [64]. Previous works
successfully reduce the confounding effects in observational studies by causal approaches to study the effect
of various sources of potential causes on health indicators. The current paper is instructed by similar thoughts
of de-confound correlation to understand mobility pattern’s effect on health status using passively sensed data.
Compared with the literature on causal-boosted health analysis, we mainly focus on the effect on general health
status, which is represented by an individual’s hospital visit behaviour. We do not concentrate on a single factor’s
effect on health outcome, instead, we construct a confounding structure with different mobility patterns and
estimate each of their effects on health status. To sum up, we are the first to illustrate an approach to understand
the confounding effects in the correlation between various mobility patterns and individual health using passively
collected mobility record data.

2.4

Propensity Score Matching

The causal inference framework in the current research is based on the procedure of propensity score matching,
which is widely applied in observational causal inference studies in different fields, including economics [17],
pedagogy [88], political science [77], and medical science. It serves as a strong technique to alleviate systematic
bias in causal analysis based on observational data, especially when randomization trials are unethical or
uneconomical. When evaluating the effect of one treatment variable on an outcome in observational studies,
there might have covariates that affect both the treatment and the outcome, which negates the direct comparison
between treatment and control group. By mapping the high-dimensional covariates to a scalar propensity score
and matching units with almost identical scores, it is able to construct comparable pairs of units that have same
the balanced covariates and only differ in the level of treatment.
Benefit from its strength in estimating treatment effect, propensity score matching is widely employed in the
medical literature. The above-mentioned causal studies in Section 2.3 [31, 45, 64] all utilize propensity score
matching-based methods. Although the subjects of these studies differ, researchers similarly identify covariates
that affect both treatment and outcome to estimate propensity scores for the matching method. Considering
the high-dimensional covariate in the current study, we choose to estimate causal effects based on propensity
score matching. Meanwhile, this matching method also receives critiques [3, 40]. King and Nielsen [40] appraise
that matching based on propensity score can yield imbalanced unit pairs that aggravate the bias, which requires
researchers’ prudent check on covariate balance. Following their instructions, we carefully probe into the degree
of covariate balance after our matching procedure to ensure the credibility of our causal analysis.

3

DATASET AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we first briefly introduce the mobility dataset we use in our research. Then we illustrate how the
dataset is processed to obtain mobility behaviour patterns. Finally, motivated by the deficiency of correlation
analysis, we formulate the research problem that aims to answer and show the collected data provide a unique
angle on studying the causal effect of urban mobility on health.

3.1

Data Overview

The research dataset is collected from a healthy survey conducted in 2017 in Beijing. 1,056 outpatients chosen from
13 major hospitals filled in a medical experience survey and provided permission to collect their demographic of
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Table 1. The basic information of the mobility dataset.

City
Beijing

Collection Period
Jul. 5th ∼Aug. 31st, 2017

Sample Size
2112

Average Time Length
48.67 days

Average Records per Day
65.81 records

Table 2. The distributions of user demographics.

Demographic
gender
age

income level

Healthy Persons
female(807, 76.4%)
male(249, 23.6%)
0∼30(360, 34.1%)
30∼50(583, 55.2%)
50∼99(113, 10.7%)
low(317, 30.0%)
medium(409, 38.7%)
high(330, 31.3%)

Outpatients
female(549, 62.0%)
male(507, 38.0%)
0∼30(191, 18.1%)
30∼50(505, 47.8%)
50∼99(360, 34.1%)
low(299, 28.3%)
medium(319, 30.2%)
high(438, 41.5%)

age, gender, income level and phone number. All outpatients are visiting a hospital to seek medical treatment. 1,056
randomly sample persons who report a good health condition supply the same information. The phone numbers
are desensitized before being provided to the researchers. Mobility records ranging from July 5th to August 31st
are gathered from the cellular network according to the phone number. Mobility records contain geographic
coordinates, arrival times, and stay times for users’ every visit across the metropolitan area of Beijing. The basic
information of the mobility dataset is listed in Table 1. The mobility dataset provides sufficient mobility length
and records for studying mobility behaviour’s impact on health status. The distributions of user demographics on
outpatients and healthy persons are listed in Table 2. We can observe that most of the users are female, and half
of the users are aged from 30 to 50 years old. The outpatients have a higher proportion of elder people over 50
and people with the highest income level. In subsequent causal analysis, the demographics will play an important
role in estimating causal effects of mobility behaviours.
In addition to the mobility dataset, we select the Point of Interest(POI) dataset collected from BaiduMap to
demonstrate the context of a geographic location. It covers the location, category, and sub-category information
of more than a million POIs in the city of Beijing. Here we mainly focus on POIs with semantics related to health,
including four categories - food, entertainment, scenic spot, and sports, and two sub-categories - fast food and
tobacco/liquor shop.
For ethical considerations about the privacy of mobility data, the following protocols are imposed to eliminate
the privacy and ethical risk during the data analysis. First, all users are informed of the research purpose of the
mobility data and health status. They provide their phone number and authorize data collectors to gather their
mobility data from the cellular network. Users’ real phone numbers are properly anonymized by the collector
before being shared with researchers. Second, all researchers sign firm non-disclosure agreements before being
permitted to view or cope with the mobility data. The research proposal is approved by the local institutional
board. Finally, the anonymized mobility data are stored in a secure offline server where only approved researchers
can operate it.

3.2

Hospital Visits and Mobility Behaviour

To study the causal relationship between mobility behaviour and health status, we extract quantitative patterns
to depict both mobility behaviour and health status. Since the ground truth of hospital visits is assured by
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the healthy survey, we use whether a user visits the hospital as the indicator of her overall health status. To
satisfy that the cause happens before the effect, we cut off the mobility records after each outpatient’s first
hospital visit. Then, we referred to the literature on health-mobility relation to design patterns potentially
affect health status that can be extracted from the available mobility record data. First, measurements of the
range and activeness of urban mobility are possibly influencing health outcomes. The relationship between these
physical characteristics of mobility and health outcomes has been widely studied in [4, 11, 42, 62]. Second, it is
possible to infer the residential place of individuals from their mobility records [95], and numerous previous
works have shown that the living environment is significantly correlated with public health [6, 7, 26, 31, 49, 81],
which enlightens us to model individual’s living environment with the POI dataset and take it into consideration.
Given that the neighbourhood is influencing an individual’s health status, nonresidential activities should also be
taken into account since people travel in the city daily for various purposes. Previous studies have shown that
visiting non-residential places is associated with health outcomes such as weight or BMI [38, 90]. Based on these
references, the environment of places visited by individuals is included in the current study. Thus, in a short
summary, we can contextualize the patterns related to health that can be derived from mobility records as the
following three aspects, physical mobility behaviours, environment features, and contextual mobility behaviours.
3.2.1 Physical mobility behaviour patterns. include the radius of gyration, the standard deviation of displacements,
and the distribution entropy of places visited, denoted as 𝜌, 𝜎, 𝜖 respectively. The radius of gyration depicts
the user’s mobility range, where a higher 𝜌 represents a higher mobility range. It is shown in [62] that reduced
physical mobility is associated with a higher risk of depression. Displacements are the distances between two
consecutive points on the mobility trace. 𝜎 represents the user’s mobility regularity. Users with regular mobility
patterns have lower 𝜎’s. In [11], the authors show a strong correlation between 𝜎 and mental health conditions.
The distribution entropy of places visited 𝜖 characterizes the diversity of locations that the user has visited. We
segment the city into 300 meters by 300 meters grids and for each user, we count the number of visits to each
grid. 𝜖 is defined as 1 minus the sum of the squares of the visit frequencies of all grids. Therefore, users who
mostly visit a few locations will have a small 𝜖.
3.2.2 Environment features. depict the user’s living environment by calculating the area of green space and
counting the numbers of POIs within a certain range around the user’s home. The location of the home is
estimated from the mobility records by choosing the place where the user mostly stays in the nighttime. 𝑁 (𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛)
denotes the area of green space in the 500 meters by 500 meters region centered by the user’s home. It measures
the accessibility to nature, which is regarded to be linked with health [6]. 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑑), 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡), 𝑁 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡), 𝑁 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒),
𝑁 (𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑡), and 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏) represents the number of POIs from six categories or sub-categories within 500 meters
around user’s residence place. The (sub-)categories are food, entertainment, sport, scenic spot, fast food, and
tobacco/liquor shop, respectively. We select these (sub-)categories based on the following reasons. [49, 81]
study the relationship between food venue, fast food store, and health indices. Entertainment venues display
an important influence in health monitoring [93]. The effect of neighbouring sports venues on depression is
examined in [31]. Scenic spots serve a similar role as green space [7]. The density of tobacco stores will affect life
expectancy according to [26].
3.2.3 Contextual mobility behaviour patterns. represent the semantic of one’s mobility behaviour by averaging
the POI distribution over each location on a mobility trajectory. Previous works have pointed out that where
we visit is associated with our health status besides our living environment [41, 78]. For instance, visiting green
spaces or one’s favourite sites are positively associated with mental health and vitality [78]. Since the exact
visiting semantic of each point on mobility records cannot be obtained exactly from the mobility record, we
consider the POI counts within 500 meters around each location on the mobility trajectory as the context of
that visit. Then we calculate the weighted average of the contexts of all points on the mobility trajectory, where
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Table 3. Summary of mobility behaviour patterns and the directions of their correlation with health status.

Physical Mobility
Behaviour Patterns
𝜌 (−), 𝜎 (−), 𝜖 (−)

Environment
Contextual Mobility
Features
Behaviour Patterns
𝑁 (𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛), 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑑) (−), 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡) (−),
𝑉 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑑) (+), 𝑉 (𝑒𝑛𝑡) (+), 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) (+),
𝑁 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡)(−), 𝑁 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒) (−),
𝑉 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒), 𝑉 (𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑡) (+), 𝑉 (𝑡𝑜𝑏) (+)
𝑁 (𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑡) (−), 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏) (−)

the weight of each location is the distance to the residence place as distant visits are more representative of
one’s subjective visit willingness. The same six categories in environment features are considered and counted
in the above approach. The contextual mobility behaviour patterns are denoted as 𝑉 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑑), 𝑉 (𝑒𝑛𝑡), 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡),
𝑉 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒), 𝑉 (𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑡), and 𝑉 (𝑡𝑜𝑏). To summarize, the mobility behaviour patterns are listed in Table 3.

3.3

Motivation

The literature mainly adopts correlation analysis to study the association between mobility and health [11, 36, 44,
93]. It intuitively reveals the positive or negative direction of association. The Pearson correlation coefficients
between binned-value of mobility behaviour patterns and health status and corresponding significance levels are
listed in Table 4 and the directions of significant correlations are listed in Table 3. 𝑁 (𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛) and 𝑉 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒) have
insignificant correlations with health status, which suggest that they have no causal relationship. Therefore, we
do not include these patterns in the causal estimation. Note that visiting a hospital is recorded as an outcome of 1.
Thus, a positive coefficient implies that an increase in the value of mobility behaviour patterns is related to an
increased probability of worse health status, vice versa.
However, the correlation analysis provides confusing results. For example, all environment features except
the green space area in the neighbourhood have negative significant correlations with hospital visits, while all
contextual mobility behaviours have positive correlations. Some of the "directions" contradict both our intuition
and previous studies. For instance, tobacco store has been commonly regarded as negatively associated with
health outcome [26], but more tobacco stores in the neighbourhood are associated with a lower risk in worse
health in our analysis. Urban green spaces are considered to promote public health [84], however, we may
interpret that living in a block with more green areas is health-harmful according to the correlation direction in
Table 3.
These confusing correlations can be interpreted by confounding effects brought by confounding variables. They
are features that potentially affect both the mobility behaviour pattern we are interested in and the individual
health status. For example, individual demographics are confounding variables for mobility behaviours. Age
significantly affects health status. At the same time, it affects the choice of living environment and the context
of mobility. To intuitively explain this effect, we first calculate the average number of sport POIs on user’s
mobility trace in three user groups: users younger than 30, between 31 and 50, and over 50. The results are shown
in Figure 1(a). We can observe that there are more sports venues around locations visited by older people on
average. The average of the oldest group is significantly higher than the average of the youngest group (p<0.05).
The positive correlation between age and 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) implies that the positive correlation between 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) and
hospital visits is possibly produced by that age - the confounding variable is simultaneously correlated with
𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) and hospital visits positively.
Similar to the analysis above, we plot the average 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏)(number of tobacco POIs in the neighbourhood)
among different income groups in Figure 1(b). Wealthier people tend to live in an environment with fewer tobacco
stores than people with the least income(p=0.096). Since people with higher income are more likely to seek
hospital treatment [91, 92, 94], this correlation can partially explain the negative correlation coefficient of 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏)
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(b) Income and 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏).

Fig. 1. Correlation between mobility behaviours and demographics.

in Table 4. Above examples establish the flaw in simple correlation analysis. As a result, we are dedicated to
assess the reliability of significant correlations by causal analysis in following sections.

3.4

Problem Statement

Since confounding effects bring bias to correlation analysis, we are motivated to quantify the de-biased impact of
urban mobility behaviour on individual health status. We adopt the framework of causal inference and formally
define the research problem as follows. Given the user’s mobility behaviour patterns and whether the user
visits the hospital after the collection period of the mobility trace, we aim to estimate the causal effect of each
mobility behaviour pattern on individual health status, which is indicated by the possibility of a hospital visit.
The estimated causal effect should disclose the direction and significance of mobility behaviour pattern’s impact
on health status.

4

METHODS

In the above analysis, we demonstrate that the correlation analysis can hardly obtain the impact of the change
of one specific mobility behaviour pattern on health because changes always simultaneously occur on various
variables. Therefore, we adopt tools in causal inference scenarios to separate each pattern’s causal effect on health
status. In this section, we first briefly introduce several concepts in the causal inference that helps to express
the problem from a causal perspective. Then we propose a series of approaches to estimate the causal effects of
mobility behaviour patterns.

4.1

Basic Concepts

We are interested in studying the effect of specific mobility behaviour patterns on health status, which is denoted
by hospital visits. In our causal analysis, we adopt basic concepts in Neyman-Rubin causal model [63, 72]. When
we investigate the causal effect of a specific pattern, that pattern is called a treatment. The possibility of the
individual visiting hospital is the outcome. From the perspective of causal inference with binary treatment, the
potential outcome of treatment is what the outcome would be if we apply the treatment to a sample. The treatment
effect is the difference between the potential outcome of applying and not applying the treatment. It answers the
question of "what would the outcome be if we take or not take the treatment". This question is often regarded as
counterfactual because we can always only observe only one outcome of applying or not applying the treatment
but never both of them.
Unlike binary treatments, the mobility behaviour patterns in our data set are continuous or discrete values.
The extension of binary treatments to multi-level treatments is discussed in various works [34, 37, 68]. When
analyzing the causal effect of specific treatment, we will transfer the treatment into binned values which lowers
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(a) The confounding effect of age on 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ) and health
status.

(b) The constructed causal diagram.

Fig. 2. Illustrating the confounding effect and the causal diagram of mobility behaviour patterns and health status.

the number of treatment levels while preserving the treatment value’s order. The transferred treatment level is
also called a dose. The potential outcome under a specific dose is what the outcome would be if the treatment is
applied with that dose. Further definition of the treatment effect or the causal effect of a treatment is the change
of the potential outcome would be if we raise the dose with one level. Here we generally hypothesize a linear
relation between potential outcome and dose level to avoid over-fitting that potentially brought by complex
assumptions. In another word, whenever the dose raises one level, the change in the potential possibility of a
hospital visit equals the treatment effect.

4.2

Confounding Variables

In Section 3.3, we establish that demographics such as age and income to some extent affect the correlation
between mobility behaviour patterns and health status. A confounding variable in the causal model is the variables
that have a causal effect on both the treatment and the outcome. Under a causal view, the analysis of the
confounded correlation between visited sports venues and health status discussed in Section 3.3 can be illustrated
by a causal diagram shown in Figure 2(a). Age, the confounding variable, has a positive causal effect on both
visited sports venues and individual health status. This confounding effect negates the correlation analysis and
we require a de-confounding method to estimate the causal effect of visited sports venues.
A critical prerequisite to estimate the unbiased treatment effect of mobility behaviour on health status is to
determine the causal structure. Here we propose a possible causal structure, as shown in the black arrows in
Figure 2(b). Our proposed causal relationships in the diagram are hypothesized with literature support. First,
previous works reveal the association between demographics and individual health [16, 19, 60], which correspond
with the black arrow pointing from demographics to health status. Meanwhile, previous works have demonstrated
that age [12, 22], gender [12, 51], and income level [53] influence physical and contextual mobility behaviours.
Thus, causal relations from demographics to contextual and physical mobility behaviours are added. Furthermore,
the impact of demographics on living choice is studied in [24, 48, 67]. Therefore, we consider the demographics as
common confounding variables for all mobility behaviours. Second, the spatial distributions of different categories
of POIs are correlated [5]. This implies that the living environment features may have tangled effects. When
estimating the treatment effect of specific environmental features, we treat all other environment features as
confounding variables. Finally, physical mobility behaviours may exert an influence on contextual mobility
behaviours. We hypothesize a causal relation flowing from physical behaviours to contextual behaviours. The
causal relationships are summarized as the black arrows in Figure 2(b).
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Given the causal relationships between variables, we want to derive each mobility pattern’s treatment effect or
causal effect on health status. These effects are represented as the red dotted lines in Figure 2(b). Since there are
two paths from physical mobility behaviours to health status in the causal graph, the treatment effect of physical
mobility behaviours on health status is also known as the total treatment effect according to Pearl [55]. The total
treatment effect is the collective effect of multiple casual paths. Anyhow, it is identical with the treatment effect
introduced in Section 4.1, representing the difference between potential outcomes when the treatment varies.
There are points on the selection of confounding variables and the decision of causal diagram requires further
discussion. We discuss these topics in Section 6.2.2.

4.3

Matching and Propensity Score

Under the definition of the treatment effect, which is the difference between potential outcomes, an ideal approach
to obtain the treatment effect is to do a randomized controlled trial(RCT), where we randomly apply a level of
dose to a proportion of the population and apply another level of dose to another proportion and compare their
outcomes. Due to the randomness of the assignment of treatment, the distributions of other variables are identical
on the treatment and control group, which ensures the comparability between the two groups. However, this
method is obviously quixotic based on our confounded observations. We have to seek a substitution for RCT that
can simulate the identical distributions of confounding variables on both groups based on our observations.
A classical method for simulating an RCT is matching. In binary treatment cases, for each sample in the control
group, select a sample in the treatment group with identical values for all confounding variables to match with
it. Since the only difference is the value of treatment, these two samples can be considered as a counterfactual
pair. Under this setting, the causal effect will be the average difference between matched samples. However, an
identical match on confounding variables could be difficult or infeasible. To address this problem, the matching
method based on propensity score is a widely-used substitute to achieve balanced confounding variables [61].
The propensity score projects the high-dimensional confounding variables to a numerical value and the
matching is conducted based on this value. To ensure that the confounding variables are balanced on matched
pair, the propensity score should be a balancing score 𝑏 (𝑋 ), which is a function of confounding variables 𝑋 that
the conditional distribution of 𝑋 given 𝑏 (𝑋 ) is the same for each treatment level 𝑇 ,
𝑋 ⊥ 𝑇 |𝑏 (𝑋 ).

(1)

For binary treatment scenario, the propensity score is defined as the probability of taking the treatment given
confounding variables 𝑒 (𝑋 ) = 𝑃 (𝑇 = 1|𝑋 ), it is proved that the confounding variables can still be balanced by
matching on the propensity score [61]. To extend the propensity score on multi-level treatments, we need to find
a proper value that satisfies the balancing property in Equation 1.
There are various approaches that attempt to achieve the balancing property, including generalized propensity
score [34] and generalized covariate balancing propensity score [25]. We refer to the method introduced in [31]
and adopt a propensity score derived from the ordered logistic regression model [50]. Ordinal regression is
designed to predict an ordinal variable, which satisfies the binned treatment level in our data. The ordinal
regression model can be formulated as
𝑃 (𝑇 ≤ 𝑑 |𝑋 ) = 𝜎 (𝜃𝑑 − w𝑇 𝑋 ),

(2)

where 𝑑 is the dose level, w and 𝜃𝑑 are parameters, and 𝜎 (·) is the sigmoid function. Note that the distribution of
dose level given confounding variables only depends on 𝑏 (𝑋 ) = w𝑇 𝑋 . Thus, 𝑃 (𝑇 |𝑋 ) = 𝑃 (𝑇 |𝑏 (𝑋 )). Furthermore,
we can prove that
𝑃 (𝑇 , 𝑋 |𝑏 (𝑋 )) = 𝑃 (𝑇 |𝑋, 𝑏 (𝑋 ))𝑃 (𝑋 |𝑏 (𝑋 )) = 𝑃 (𝑇 |𝑋 )𝑃 (𝑋 |𝑏 (𝑋 )) = 𝑃 (𝑇 |𝑏 (𝑋 ))𝑃 (𝑋 |𝑏 (𝑋 )).

(3)
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This equation proves the independence between the treatment level and confounding variables conditioning
on 𝑏 (𝑋 ), which corresponds with the balancing property in Equation 1. Therefore, we treat 𝑏 (𝑋 ) = w𝑇 𝑋 as the
propensity score of each sample with confounding variables 𝑋 .

4.4

Estimating Causal Effect

With the formerly introduced propensity score, we are able to design a matching approach to estimate the causal
effect of each mobility behaviour pattern. For each pattern, we first transferred it into a binned value with 6
levels according to their percentile. Then, we fit an ordinal regression model that estimates the treatment level
by confounding variables. The selection of confounding variables is discussed in Section 4.2. We adjust the
regularization term of the regression model to achieve the best prediction accuracy. The estimated propensity
score for an individual with confounding variables 𝑋 is given by ŵ𝑇 𝑋 , where ŵ is the model’s fitted parameter.
Having obtained the estimated propensity score, we conduct matching on individuals to create balanced
confounding variable distributions between matched individuals. The propensity score matching method for
binary treatment minimizes the difference between the propensity scores of matched samples, and the matched
pair should be selected from different groups. For treatment with multi-level doses, we follow the modified version
of propensity score distance in [46]. The matched pairs are proposed to have large differences between treatment
levels and small differences between estimated propensity scores. The distance 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 between two individuals 𝑖 and
𝑗 is defined as


| ŵ𝑇 𝑋𝑖 − ŵ𝑇 𝑋 𝑗 |



, 𝑇𝑖 ≠ 𝑇 𝑗 .
(4)
𝑑𝑖,𝑗 =
|𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇 𝑗 |



∞, 𝑇𝑖 = 𝑇 𝑗 .

In the binary treatment scenario, only samples from different groups are permitted to be matched. Thus,
matching for binary treatment is an optimal bipartite graph matching problem. As for multi-level dose in our data,
the matching is converted to an optimal weighted graph matching problem, where nodes represent individuals,
edges are weighted by the distance 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 between two connected nodes. We adopt the algorithm introduced by
Edmonds [18] to find a matching with minimized weight.
Now that the optimal matching 𝑀 = {(𝑖, 𝑗)} is obtained, where individual 𝑖 and individual 𝑗 are paired, the
individual treatment effect per level of treatment for matched pair (𝑖, 𝑗) is the difference between outcome 𝑌 ’s
divided by difference between treatment level 𝑇 ’s. The average treatment effect (ATE) per level of treatment can
be estimated by the average of individual treatment effects
𝐴𝑇 𝐸 =

1 Õ 𝑌𝑖 − 𝑌 𝑗
.
|𝑀 |
𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇 𝑗

(5)

(𝑖,𝑗) ∈𝑀

We calculate the ATE per level of treatment for each mobility behaviour pattern. To quantify the significance
level of the treatment effect, we conduct a two-sided t-test [73] on the observed individual treatment effects to
calculate the p-values. The results are shown in Table 4.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Credibility of Causal Estimation
Unlike prediction or classification tasks with given labels, a crucial problem in evaluating the estimated treatment
effects is that we do not have their ground-truth value. Thus, we have to check the credibility of propensity score
matching before making any conclusions. In this section, we follow King’s guidance [40] of clarifying the balance
of confounding variables before analyzing the estimated treatment effects.
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Table 4. Comparison in correlation coefficients and estimated average treatment effects.
***: p<0.0001, **: p<0.01, *: p<0.05

Category
Physical
Mobility
Behaviour

Environment
Features

Contextual
Mobility
Behaviour

Mobility Behaviour Pattern
𝜌
𝜎
𝜖
N(green)
N(food)
N(ent)
N(sport)
N(scene)
N(fast)
N(tob)
V(food)
V(ent)
V(sport)
V(scene)
V(fast)
V(tob)

Correlation Coefficient
-0.1669 ***
-0.2041 ***
-0.1335 ***
-0.0184
-0.0884 ***
-0.0403 *
-0.0899 ***
-0.0948 ***
-0.0945 ***
-0.0449 *
0.0887 ***
0.1126 ***
0.0815 ***
0.0044
0.0854 ***
0.1037 ***

Estimated Causal Effect
-0.02796 ***
-0.04904 ***
-0.02291 ***
—
-0.02537
0.08778 ***
-0.02822 **
-0.02127 **
0.02440
0.04660 ***
-0.00166
0.02623 **
-0.02173 *
—
0.00221
0.00052

Unlike in binary treatment settings, where distributions of confounding variables on the controlled and
treatment groups can be directly compared, we investigate their similarity on the high-dose group and the
low-dose group. The high-dose group consists of samples with higher treatment levels in each matched pair and
the low-dose group consists of samples with lower treatment levels. We compare the first-order moments of
confounding variables in two groups. The relative differences between average values are shown in Figure 3. To
establish the efficiency of the propensity score-based matching procedure, we also provide the relative differences
given by a null model in Figure 3. The null model corresponds with naive correlation analysis. It compares the
average values of confounding variables on two halves of the population - the half with a higher treatment level
and the other half with a lower treatment level. The null model’s relative differences are shown by blue columns,
whereas the matched pairings’ relative differences are represented by red columns. Note that 𝑁 (𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛) and
𝑉 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒) have an insignificant correlation with health outcome, we no longer take them into consideration.
For most treatment variables, we can observe that matching has greatly improved the balance between highdose and low-dose groups. Differences in confounding variables are dramatically reduced. Several differences
seem to increase after the matching procedure, for instance, income as confounding variable of treatment 𝜌.
However, t-test [83] shows that both the original difference and the difference after matching are insignificant.
All relative differences are lower than 10% except for 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑑) and 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑡). Both treatments do not achieve
balance on the confounding variable of 𝑁 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒), the relative differences are over 20%. Therefore, the estimated
treatment effects of 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑑) and 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑡) are incredible and omitted in the following discussions. For other
mobility patterns, the reliability of the matching procedure is proved.

5.2

Analyzing Estimated Treatment Effects

The estimated ATEs represent the increase in the potential probability of hospital visits when the treatment level
increase by one level. The balance check depicts that confounding effects in correlation analysis are relieved
by the matching procedure. We can understand the direction and the extent of mobility behaviour pattern’s
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(a) 𝜌

(b) 𝜎

(c) 𝜖

(d) 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑑)

(e) 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡 )

(f) 𝑁 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 )

(g) 𝑁 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒)

(h) 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑡 )

(i) 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏)

(j) 𝑉 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑑)

(k) 𝑉 (𝑒𝑛𝑡 )

(l) 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 )

(m) 𝑉 (𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑡 )

(n) 𝑉 (𝑡𝑜𝑏)

Fig. 3. The relative differences of average confounding variables on high-dose and low-dose group for each treatment variable.

impact on health outcome under an unconfounded scenario from the average treatment effects. For mobility
behaviour patterns with positive ATE, they are regarded as unhealthy that a higher pattern value may impact the
individual having a higher health risk. On the other hand, ones with negative ATE are considered healthy - the
risk of unhealthy outcome decreases as the pattern’s value increases.
From another perspective, we can interpret the extent of mobility behaviour pattern’s causal impacts on health
status by evaluating the absolute value of the average treatment effect. We list the significance levels of ATEs in
Table 4.
In the following sections, we analyze the extent and direction of mobility behaviour pattern’s estimated causal
effects by their category. The significance and directions of estimated causal effects provide new insights in
understanding mobility behaviour’s impact on health outcome.
5.2.1 Physical Mobility Behaviours. As shown in Table 4, all physical mobility behaviour patterns have significant
negative ATEs, which is consistent with the correlation analysis. The radius of gyration 𝜌’s negative ATE implies
that a larger covering area is associated with better health status. This corresponds with former conclusions that
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lower mobility is associated with a higher risk of health problems [11, 93]. The standard deviation of displacement
𝜎 and the distribution entropy of location visited 𝜖 illustrate the regularity and diversity of individual mobility.
The estimated negative effects suggest that leaving from our daily routine for some improvised visits once a while
is probable to achieve a better health outcome. To summarize, the estimated causal effects of physical mobility
behaviour patterns are consistent with the former study and can be leveraged in individual health management.
5.2.2 Environment Features. The associations between living environment and health are broadly studied in the
literature [11, 26, 31, 49, 81]. According to Table 4, simple correlation analysis shows confusing results that the
POI densities of six categories in the neighbourhood are all associated with better health status. The estimations
of causal impacts suggest that 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡), 𝑁 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡), 𝑁 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒), and 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏) have significant estimated ATEs and the
direction of 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡) and 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏)’s effects is positive, which differs from the direction of correlation. Meanwhile,
the confounding variables of 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑑) and 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑡) are not balanced by the matching procedure. Their estimated
ATEs are invalid.
First, The significant negative treatment effects of sports and scenic POIs correspond with former studies [31, 69]
and subjective impressions. A community with more accessibility to sports facilities or nature are a wholesome
neighbourhood.
Second, two unhealthy environment features are 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡) and 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏). This suggested that living in a neighbourhood with too many entertainment venues could affect worse health status. This effect may be brought by
noise or various pollution produced by entertainment POIs. Moreover, the positive ATE of tobacco and liquor
shop with a significance level p<0.001 is consistent with the traditional perception of tobacco and liquor shops’
healthy-harmful characteristics. A probable assumption is that the availability of tobacco and alcohol could imply
more potential consumption of this health-unfriendly merchandise.
Analyses above demonstrate that the living environment possibly affects our health status. It is critical to
living in a health-friendly environment that helps to lower health risk - an environment with more convenience
to sports facilities and scenic parks but less entertainment, and tobacco/liquor POIs could help. We can also
notice that after the matching procedure that balances the confounding effect among environment features, the
estimated causal effects have various directions that differ from directions of correlation analysis. Under the
scenario of our supposition on confounding relationships, the estimated causal effects are more explainable and
compatible with our intuition.
5.2.3 Contextual Mobility Behaviours. The contextual mobility patterns depict the environment of locations
that an individual has visited. Among all five categories of POIs having a significant correlation with health
status, the number of entertainment and sports POIs around individual’s visit locations 𝑉 (𝑒𝑛𝑡) and 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡)
have significant ATEs. 𝑉 (𝑒𝑛𝑡) has an identical direction with 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡), indicating that spend time in entertainment
venues is also linked with worse health status. The estimated treatment effect of 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) is negative, which
differs from the direction of correlation while corresponding with the estimated causal effect of 𝑁 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡). This
finding indicates that doing exercise in non-neighbouring sports facilities can also enhance our health status.
Other contextual mobility patterns have insignificant treatment effects in this observational analysis.
To sum up, there are nine mobility behaviour patterns with significant estimated ATEs on health status physical mobility behaviours, four environment features and two contextual mobility behaviours. We may be able
to adopt the results of causal analysis into health management and monitoring by following the instructions given
by the direction of estimated causal effects. However, the results deserve deeper discussions. Potential unobserved
confounding variables or the data set may bring errors to the estimation. Despite the possible errors, the causal
analysis helps us to understand confounding effects within correlation studies. Next, we will demonstrate how
causal analysis estimates effects differ from correlation analysis in direction.
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(a) The distributions of 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ) on unmatched populations.

(b) The distributions of 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ) on matched populations.

(c) The distributions of 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡 ) on unmatched populations.

(d) The distributions of 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡 ) on matched populations.

(e) The distributions of 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏) on unmatched populations.

(f) The distributions of 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏) on matched populations.

Fig. 4. Comparisons between causal analysis and correlation analysis.

5.2.4 Comparison of Causal and Correlation Analysis. To understand the origin of the differences between causal
relations and correlations, we conduct a case study on the estimated causal effect and correlation coefficient of
𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡). When we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient between 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) and health status, all observed
individuals are taken into consideration. The distribution of 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) on outpatients is depicted by the yellow
curve in Figure 4(a), and the distribution of 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) on healthy persons is depicted by the green curve. The
average values on two populations, presented as vertical dotted lines, reveal that outpatients have a higher
average value in 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) (p<0.01). However, as discussed in Section 4.2, this naive comparison is affected by the
confounding effect. To remove the confounding effect, we match pairs of individuals with similar confounding
variables to simulate a randomized controlled test. The estimated ATE is then calculated by Equation 7. Since
only pairs with different observed outcomes contribute to the ATE, we only consider individuals from matched
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healthy-unhealthy(outpatient) pairs to plot the distributions of 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) in Figure 4(b). We can observe that after
the matching procedure, outpatients have a lower average 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) than healthy persons (p=0.06). Aside from
𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡), environment features 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡) and 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏) also have different directions on estimated treatment effect
and correlation. We conduct same experiments to compare correlation and causal analysis. As shown in Figure 4,
healthy persons have a slightly higher average value in 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡)(p=0.36) and 𝑁 (𝑡𝑜𝑏)(p=0.17). After the matching
procedure, both patterns have a higher average value in matched outpatients(p<0.01). These comparisons explain
how the matching procedure provides causal directions different from the correlation analysis.

5.3

Mobility Pattern’s Effect on Readmission

As discussed in Section 5.2, one error source of the observational causal analysis is potential unobserved confounding variables. They may remain unbalanced after the matching procedure, potentially biasing the estimated
ATEs. One possible unobserved confounding variable is the individual’s existing health status. Some individuals
could have been predisposed to bad health before the period of mobility record collection, which will affect their
observed mobility patterns and health outcome. Despite that our mobility traces contain solely pre-visit mobility
records, individuals could have various existing health status that is infeasible to be detected. To rule out the
confounding effect brought by existing health statuses, we re-examine the mobility record data and estimate the
impact of mobility patterns on hospital readmission. In this supplementary experiment, the existing health status
is controlled as unhealthy.
Although existing health status remains unknown in the original mobility data, the unhealthy individuals’
hospital visits are verifiable. The outpatients’ data are collected from a survey on medical experience, the data
collectors have verified that the outpatients are visiting a hospital for medical treatment. We can select a session
of mobility starting with a hospital visit for each outpatient, ensuring that the existing health status is constantly
unhealthy. The outpatients are differentiated into two groups - outpatients with readmission and outpatients
without readmission. Hospital visits are detected from mobility traces to distinguish outpatients with readmission.
We identify 843 outpatients who re-visit the hospital two weeks after their first visit, and 843 outpatients without
readmission after a visit. For readmission individuals, their mobility patterns are extracted from the session
between two hospital visits. For non-readmission individuals, their mobility patterns are extracted from the
session after their first hospital visit. The existing health status of all individuals is controlled to be unhealthy.
Therefore, the confounding effect caused by existing health status is removed.
We apply the propensity matching procedure introduced in Section 4 on the readmission dataset to estimate
mobility patterns’ causal effect on hospital readmission. The estimated ATEs of mobility patterns on readmission
and health status are listed in two columns in Table 5 respectively. Corresponding significance levels are marked
alongside.
Previous works studying the association between mobility patterns and readmission have similar conclusions
with the literature on understanding mobility pattern’s relation with overall health status. Restriction in mobility
range and mobility level is correlated with a higher risk of readmission [20, 23]. Contextual factors centered on
residence are predictive of readmission rate according to [13, 71]. This similarity implies that mobility patterns
may have alike mechanisms to influence readmission and overall hospital visit. It can be observed from Table 5
that the directions and significance of estimated ATEs on readmission are comparable with the ones on health
outcome. Specifically, physical mobility behaviours all have negative significant ATEs. Environment features
have identical directions in estimated ATEs, while tobacco shops in neighbourhood are not significant in affecting
readmission and fast food stores have a larger impact. The credibility of their estimated ATEs on overall health
status is therefore decreased. As for contextual mobility behaviours, the estimated ATE of visiting entertainment
venues remains positive significant. However, the ATE of 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) is positive insignificant. A possible explanation
is that visiting non-residential sports facilities is not that effective for recovery from health problems comparing
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Table 5. Comparison between estimated average treatment effects in two experiments.
***: p<0.0001, **: p<0.01, *: p<0.05

Category
Physical
Mobility
Behaviour
Environment
Features

Contextual
Mobility
Behaviour

Mobility Behaviour
Patterns
𝜌
𝜎
𝜖
N(food)
N(ent)
N(sport)
N(scene)
N(fast)
N(tob)
V(food)
V(ent)
V(sport)
V(fast)
V(tob)

Estimated ATE
on Readmission
-0.06882 ***
-0.05682 ***
-0.05607 ***
-0.02542
0.02463 *
-0.04330 ***
-0.04673 ***
0.02932 *
0.01774
-0.01189
0.02148 *
0.00869
0.03304 ***
0.00493

Estimated ATE
on Health Status
-0.02796 ***
-0.04904 ***
-0.02291 ***
-0.02537
0.08778 ***
-0.02822 **
-0.02127 **
0.02440
0.04660 ***
-0.00166
0.02623 **
-0.02173 *
0.00221
0.00052

with its effect in keeping fit. Meanwhile, visiting fast food may significantly impact on a higher risk of readmission.
Most importantly, the directions of significant estimated ATEs are identical, which strengthen the credibility of
their estimated ATEs on health status.
From the above discussion, the credibility of the experiment on readmission is assured since the existing health
status’ confounding effect is eliminated. Based on the hypothesis that readmission and overall health have similar
mechanisms and mobility patterns affect them in the same direction, the results in the experiment on readmission
can lend credibility to estimated ATEs on health outcome.

5.4

Estimated Effect’s Robustness to Data Quality

Another challenge to the robustness of the estimated ATE is the possible error in the label of "healthy" and
"unhealthy" outcomes. Several measures are taken to overcome this.
First, as introduced in Section 3.1, the "unhealthy" labelled individuals have the ground-truth unhealthy
condition. This half of the labels are verified. Second, the "healthy" labelled individuals report no health problem
when asked to donate their mobility records for research purposes. However, they might have latent unhealthy
conditions afterwards but not visiting the hospital. This potential error should be considered in the experiment.
To check the effect of this potential error of data quality on estimated ATEs, we repeatedly change 5% of the
label of "healthy" individuals into "unhealthy", representing the "healthy" labelled individuals with an underlying
health problem. For each new population, we run the estimation of ATE introduced in Section 4 to obtain
estimated treatment effects. This experiment is repeated 20 times. We concentrate on the mobility patterns with
significant ATE estimated from the original population evaluate their robustness to data quality. In Table 6, we
list the count of experiments where each mobility pattern has significant estimated ATEs and their corresponding
directions.
From the results, we find that the directions of significant estimated ATEs remain unchanged. Among the
mobility patterns, physical mobility behaviours have negative ATEs for all experiments. Living environment
patterns are more robust than contextual mobility patterns, with 𝑁 (𝑒𝑛𝑡) and 𝑁 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡) remaining significant in
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Table 6. Robustness check of estimated ATEs on error in data quality.

Mobility Pattern

Number of Experiments
with Significant ATE

Directions of
Significant ATEs

Original Estimated ATE

𝜌
𝜎
𝜖
N(ent)
N(sport)
N(scene)
N(tob)
V(ent)
V(sport)

20
20
20
15
10
4
5
5
3

+
+
+
-

-0.02796
-0.04904
-0.02291
0.08778
-0.02822
-0.02127
0.04660
0.02623
-0.02173

over half of the experiments. The above observations prove that the significant estimated treatment effects are
robust to a small number of mislabels.

5.5

Estimating Causal Effects on Synthetic Data

A typical standard for evaluating the credibility of causal estimation is conducting experiments on synthetic
data [31, 74]. We are able to specify the treatment effect when generating outcomes from confounding variables
and treatment, and then assess how true effects can be retrieved by causal estimations.
For each mobility pattern as the treatment variable, we conduct the following experiment. First, we generate
5,000 individuals with the confounding variables of this treatment. The distributions of confounding variables
are set to resemble the true distribution in our dataset. Second, we generate levels of treatment variables from
the ordinal distribution in Equation 2. Distribution’s parameters are also estimated from the true dataset. Third,
we generate the outcome from confounding variables and the treatment level. The outcome follows a Bernoulli
distribution, where the expectation is the sum of a linear term of the treatment level and a sigmoid function
of confounding variables. The linear coefficient here denotes "the true causal effect". Here we set this value as
the corresponding estimated ATE in the true dataset, listed in Table 4. Finally, we estimate causal effects on the
synthetic data. The above procedure is repeated one hundred times for each treatment.
The confounding variables are generated based on their distributions in the real data. For each variable, we
fit its distribution by maximum likelihood estimation. The fitted distributions are selected from four families Bernoulli, gamma, exponential, and exponential normal. Here we plot the true distributions and the generated
distribution of confounding variables(demographics, physical mobility behaviours, and living environments) in
Figure 5.
The generation of treatment is based on the ordinal distribution in Equation 6. 𝑇 is the treatment level and 𝑋
represents confounding variables. The distribution’s parameters 𝜃𝑑 and w are estimated from the real data. Then,
for each generated individual, we generate its treatment level according to its cumulative distribution function
decided by confounding variables and estimated parameters.
𝑃 (𝑇 ≤ 𝑑 |𝑋 ) = 𝜎 (𝜃𝑑 − w𝑇 𝑋 ).
(6)
The outcome of each individual is then determined by its confounding variables and treatment level. Equation 7
shows the expectation of the outcome conditioned on confounding variables and the treatment level. It consists
of a function 𝑓 (·) of confounding variables and a linear term of the treatment level. The linear coefficient stands
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Fig. 5. Comparisons between real distributions and generated distributions of confounding variables.

for the true treatment effect, which can be set personalized. It should be acknowledged that the underlying
mechanism of the causal structure is simplified into several manually selected functions. The goal is to generate
reasonable data that can reflect the real observation data.
𝑃 (𝑌 = 1|𝑇 , 𝑋 ) = 𝑓 (𝑋 ) + 𝐴𝑇 𝐸 · 𝑇 .

(7)

Following the above procedure of generation, we obtain 5,000 mimic individuals with confounding variables,
treatment level, and outcome. Then we run the propensity score matching procedure to estimate ATEs on the
synthetic dataset. For each treatment, we set the "true treatment effect" in Equation 7 as the estimated treatment
effect from observational data, and run the experiment 100 times. We list the average values of estimated ATEs,
minimum value, maximum value, 25% quartile, and 75% quartile for each treatment in Table 7.
We can observe from the results that all treatments have an average estimated ATE similar to the "true
treatment effect" set in the generation procedure. Estimated ATEs on synthetic data have same directions with
true ATEs. For treatment with significant ATE on observational data, the range of their estimated ATE on
synthetic data always lies in the correct direction except for 𝑁 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒) and 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡). Their maximum estimated
ATEs in 100 experiment are positive numbers but with small magnitude. As for other patterns with insignificant
"true treatment effects", their estimated ATEs on synthetic data span in both negative and positive directions.
Typically, the range of 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑑) and 𝑁 (𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑡)’s estimated ATEs extend over 0.12, while other patterns with similar
range of "true treatment effect" less than 0.06. The estimations on synthetic data consolidate the effectiveness
of our approach on estimating treatment effects. The directions of estimated ATEs from observational data are
strengthened.
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Table 7. Estimated treatment effects on synthetic data.

Treatment

True ATE

Average
Estimated ATE

Minimum

25% Quartile

75% Quartile

Maximum

𝜌
𝜎
𝜖
N(food)
N(ent)
N(sport)
N(scene)
N(fast)
N(tob)
V(food)
V(ent)
V(sport)
V(fast)
V(tob)

-0.02796
-0.04904
-0.02291
-0.02537
0.08778
-0.02822
-0.02127
0.02440
0.04660
-0.00166
0.02623
-0.02173
0.00221
0.00052

-0.02878
-0.04967
-0.02391
-0.02825
0.08921
-0.02958
-0.02307
0.02234
0.04549
-0.00150
0.02424
-0.02287
0.00212
0.00067

-0.04437
-0.06820
-0.03743
-0.09392
0.00269
-0.05718
-0.05245
-0.05274
0.02425
-0.03234
0.00049
-0.05316
-0.02437
-0.03477

-0.03483
-0.05589
-0.02929
-0.04859
0.06097
-0.03562
-0.03206
-0.00486
0.03846
-0.00903
0.01911
-0.02841
-0.00598
-0.00748

-0.02466
-0.04493
-0.02024
-0.00865
0.11183
-0.02352
-0.01669
0.04440
0.05407
0.00639
0.03024
-0.01824
0.01107
0.00675

-0.01259
-0.03451
-0.00507
0.03565
0.16679
-0.00074
0.00228
0.07968
0.07598
0.03040
0.04356
0.01058
0.03374
0.02938

5.6

Feature Selection for Prediction Model

We are interested in leveraging the results of causal analysis in health monitoring to improve the accuracy of
the prediction of health status. For prediction models under supervised learning, the accuracy is affected by
various factors. One factor is the noise in the training set leads to over-fitting. Input features with a small impact
on model output but a large noise may be mistakenly grasped by the trained model. A common approach to
prevent over-fitting brought by insignificant input features is L1 regularization [76]. The model is penalized by
the sum of the learned weight’s absolute values. L1 regularization can sparsify the model, where fewer input
features are assigned with non-zero weight in the model when the penalty grows. Therefore, the performance
of the L1-regularized model on the test set is usually better than the model with no regularization. The L1regularization is often fused with regression models, while some other popular feature selection approaches
preprocess features before training machine learning models. Univariate feature selection models choose features
based on a univariate statistical test. ANOVA F-value, mutual information and simple correlation coefficients are
commonly adopted as test metrics, measuring features’ linear dependencies with the outcome variable [30]. By
selecting features with the best above-mentioned test metric, noisy features can be filtered out to improve the
prediction performance.
Inspired by the thought of model sparsification, we are curious if we can prevent over-fitting by removing
the input features with insignificant estimated causal effects from the prediction model. We treat the mobility
behaviour patterns as input features for prediction models and conduct 5-fold cross-validation on the dataset. We
evaluate the average prediction accuracy, F1-score, and ROC AUC score [59] on test sets. The results confirm the
effectiveness of our method.
5.6.1 Significance-based Feature Selection. The significance level of mobility behaviour pattern’s estimated causal
effects is listed in Table 4. They are determined by the p-value given by the t-test conducted on the individual
treatment effects to evaluate to which extent the average treatment effect deviates from zero. Since the treatment
effect represents the increase in health risk when the treatment increase by one level, we consider the input
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Table 8. Performance comparison in prediction models with all features and selected features.

Prediction Method
Naive Bayes
Logistic Regression
(Default)

All
Features
0.6279
0.6756

Accuracy
Selected
Increase
Features
0.6638
5.26%
0.6766

0.30%

F1-Score
All
Selected
Increase
Features Features
0.5833
0.6330
8.52%
0.6657

0.6673

0.24%

ROC AUC
All
Selected
Increase
Features Features
0.6902
0.7265
5.26%
0.7448

0.7420

-0.38%

features with a p-value greater than 0.05 as insignificant features which bring more noise than semantic in the
prediction model.
We implement the causal analysis introduced in Section 4 on each training set in the 5-fold cross-validation.
For each mobility behaviour pattern, it is discarded from the prediction model if the p-value of the significance
test is greater than 0.05. The absolute estimated ATEs of each input feature in five training folds are presented in
Figure 6. Input features with a p-value lower than 0.05 are highlighted by red frames and kept in the prediction
model. For instance, 𝑁 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒), 𝑉 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑑), 𝑉 (𝑒𝑛𝑡), 𝑉 (𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡), 𝑉 (𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒) are filtered out when we conduct prediction
on the first fold. On average, 6.6 input features are filtered out from each training set in the 5-fold cross-validation.
To evaluate the strength of our causal-based feature selection, we examine the performances of the prediction
model with all input features and the prediction model with selected input features. Here the prediction models
are two widely-used models - naive Bayes classifier and logistic regression. All model’s parameters are set to
default values in the python package scikit-learn [57]. The performances are shown in the first two rows of Table
8.

Fig. 6. A sketch map on the procedure of input feature selection.

5.6.2 Analysis of Prediction Performance. Here we can observe that most prediction metrics are improved by
our causal-based feature selection. Welch’s t-test shows that all metrics of the naive Bayes model are improved
with a significant level with p-values lower than 0.01. The accuracy and F1-score of the logistic regression model
are improved insignificantly(p=0.9). The comprehensive advances in prediction performances corroborate the
effectiveness of causal-based feature selection.
As discussed above, L1-regularization and univariate feature selection methods are powerful approaches to
prevent over-fitting and improve prediction performance. We are interested in the comparison between the effect
of our causal-based feature selection and their effects. First, we remove features with insignificant estimated
causal effect from the input and train a naive Bayes model and a logistic regression model respectively with no
regularization. Then we train a default L1-regularized logistic regression model with all features as input and use
the features chosen by L1-regularization to train a naive Bayes model. As for univariate feature selection methods,
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Table 9. Performance comparison in prediction models with various feature selection methods.

Prediction Method

Naive Bayes

Logistic Regression

Feature Selection Method
L1-Regularization
ANOVA-based
Mutual Information-based
Correlation-based
Causal-based
L1-Regularization
ANOVA-based
Mutual Information-based
Correlation-based
Causal-based

Accuracy
0.6738
0.6747
0.6534
0.6742
0.6804
0.6439
0.6302
0.6368
0.6368
0.6638

F1-Score
0.6618
0.6657
0.6401
0.6641
0.6718
0.5992
0.5857
0.5990
0.5943
0.6330

ROC AUC
0.7419
0.7424
0.7220
0.7426
0.7426
0.7109
0.6985
0.6963
0.7018
0.7265

we select 80% best features based on ANOVA F-test and mutual information respectively, and select features with
significant correlation coefficient(p<0.05) with the outcome to train naive Bayes and logistic regression models.
The prediction results are shown in Table 9. Our causal-based features selection achieves the best prediction
performance on each metric and both prediction models. For the naive Bayes model, the accuracy and F1-score of
our method are significantly higher than all other feature selection approaches(p<0.05), while the ROC AUC is
higher than L1-regularization with p=0.064. For the logistic regression model, our method does not significantly
outperform other methods. From the perspective of model sparsity, the L1-regularization filters out 4.0 input
features from each training set on average. Ours performs similarly with L1-regularization with 65% more
features filtered. This provides strong evidence that the causal-based feature selection can be as effective as
L1-regularization in preventing over-fitting. To conclude, we adopt the casual approach introduced in Section 4
in prediction models to filter out features with insignificant effects on the outcome. By this measure, the model’s
robustness and interpretability are improved.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Implications and Applications
To deal with the confounding effect brought by the correlation analysis, we go beyond correlation to the causal
relation between urban mobility and health. We leverage a propensity score-based matching method to simulate
a randomized controlled trial. A confounding structure is put forward to help understanding causal effects. The
estimated treatment effects represent the elevation in the potential health risk when we intervene in a mobility
behaviour pattern to raise one level. We analyze the effect of propensity matching and estimated causal direction
and significance of mobility patterns given by the causal framework. Furthermore, a causal significance-based
input feature selection method is put forward for robust health prediction models. Various implications for
researchers and the health-related community can be drawn from these findings and applied to multiple aspects.
Before discussing any inferred implications or applications, we should reiterate that thorough privacy protection
protocols have been enforced in the current research on observational data. The causal approach introduced
in Section 4 relies on the accessibility user’s demographic and mobility data, which are obtained under the
user’s approval. The data are carefully desensitized and are protected under non-disclosure agreements. In actual
health-related applications or systems that require user mobility data, more strict considerations should be taken
to minimize the invasion of user privacy as much as possible. Data anonymization, user’s authorization, and a
safe data container are necessary measures. Moreover, privacy protection mechanisms for mobility data have
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been proposed in recent works, including federated learning [21], differential privacy [85], and k-anonymity [29].
Designed systems should embed one of the privacy protection methods on user’s mobility and location data.
Our causal analysis framework has important design implications for ubiquitous computing. First, in the simple
correlation analysis, the negative correlations between environment features and health risk are counter-intuitive
and confounded by variables that simultaneously affect health and environment features. The causal analysis we
proposed can relieve the confounding effects in correlation analysis by balancing confounding variables. Second,
the causal-based feature selection method removes input features with insignificant estimated causal effects on the
predicted value in prediction models. This strategy can alleviate the noise brought by input features and improve
the accuracy and ability of the generalization of prediction models. These findings imply the feasibility of leaping
from association to causation in broader ubiquitous computing topics, not just restricted in health monitoring.
With the improvement in ubiquitous computing, signals from various sources are collected by wearable devices
and mobile phones. Under cautious consideration of privacy and ethic, the extracted patterns may have different
contributions in downstream applications such as mental health monitoring and emotion interpretation. Studying
the causal effect of patterns on the predicted value can provide a more accurate understanding of the pattern’s
characteristics. In addition, before the input features are fed for subsequent prediction tasks, a causal-based
feature selection might be a profitable strategy for both better accuracy and a lightweight model.
Our causal analysis reveals that mobility behaviour patterns have various impacts on health outcome. The
direction of a mobility pattern’s estimated causal effect implies its role in influencing health status. The estimation
results demonstrate that the increase in range, activeness, and diversity of mobility can lower health risks. Living
environments with fewer entertainment places and tobacco/liquor shops, more scenic parks and sports facilities
are assumed beneficial for one’s health. More sports activity, fewer visits to entertainment venues are proposed
positive for better health. Moreover, the significance test shows that the contextual mobility behaviours are not
as significant as the environment of residence in influencing health outcome. These findings can give advice to
health monitoring. On an individual level, since the estimated causal effect is representing the change in outcome
under the intervention on treatment, the directions of estimated causal effects can serve as guidance for fostering
a healthier personal lifestyle. The causal analysis on the living environment and contextual mobility behaviours
can be applied in choosing a health-friendly neighbourhood to reside in or planning fewer visits harmful to our
health. Even if our living environment is not health-supportive, we can cultivate healthy mobility habits such as a
diverse moving pattern and more fitness activities. On a community level, our analysis can be applied for building
residential areas with a healthy environment. Under the concern of community health, urban planners could
evaluate the health benefits of the current living environment in residential areas according to the distribution of
neighbouring POIs to assign more health-beneficial venues, such as sports facilities and parks for neighbours
with low health benefits. Policymakers could also intervene in a district’s health benefit by prohibiting the excess
construction of health-harmful POIs.

6.2

Discussion on Experiment Settings

6.2.1 Discussion on Treatment Stratification. As introduced in Section 4, when estimating the causal effect of a
specific mobility pattern, we stratify continuous treatment variable into six discrete levels. This stratification
strategy is also used in previous literature investigating the causal effects of continuous treatments [31]. The
number of stratification levels is chosen based on the quantity of our dataset and distributions of variables. In [31],
the authors binned the treatment into four levels with 625 samples in total. Since we have over two thousand
individuals, we raise the bin number to six.
In order to clarify stratification’s influence on the estimated ATEs, we conduct further experiments with
different choices on the number of bin levels. For stratification with a level of 3 to 8, mobility patterns with
significant estimated ATE under specific stratification strategy are listed in Table 10. The directions of ATEs
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Table 10. Mobility patterns with significant estimated ATE under different stratification strategies.

Number of
binned levels
3
4
5
6
7
8

Mobility patterns with
significant estimated ATEs
𝜌(-), 𝜎(-), 𝜖(-), N(food)(+),
N(ent)(+), N(sport)(-), N(fast)(+), V(sport)(-)
𝜌(-), 𝜎(-), 𝜖(-), N(food)(+), N(ent)(+),
N(sport)(-), N(scene)(-), N(fast)(+), N(tob)(+), V(sport)(-)
𝜌(-), 𝜎(-), 𝜖(-),
N(sport)(-), N(scene)(-) N(fast)(+), V(sport)(-)
𝜌(-), 𝜎(-), 𝜖(-), N(ent)(+),
N(sport)(-), N(scene)(-), N(tob)(+), V(ent)(+), V(sport)(-)
𝜌(-), 𝜎(-), 𝜖(-),
N(food)(+), N(fast)(+), V(food)(-), V(fast)(-)
𝜌(-), 𝜎(-), 𝜖(-), N(food)(+),
N(ent)(+), N(scene)(-), N(fast)(+), V(ent)(+), V(fast)(-)

are marked in the brackets. From the results, we can observe that the directions of significant treatment effects
remain identical when the number of stratification levels varies, although ATEs’ magnitudes alter with the change
of stratification strategy. The stability in ATE direction clarifies the effectiveness of the propensity score matching
procedure in removing confoundedness under certain confounding assumptions.
6.2.2 Discussion on Confounding Variables. In Section 4.2, we introduce reasons for the decision of causal
structure and confounding variables. It can be observed that we select confounding variables based on subjective
knowledge and previous works that established associations between variables. One may challenge that there
is not sufficient evidence of the causal relationships we assume. In fact, the problem of constructing causal
relationships from a set of variables has extremely high computational complexity. A possible approach is a
causal discovery based on graphical models [32] that find the most likely causal graph on given features under
several assumptions and restrictions. To avoid taking excessive assumptions, the best alternative to determine
confounding variables is to use subject recognition and related literature. We demonstrate that confounding
variables selected by premised knowledge are fairly balanced by the matching procedure, which promises credible
estimation of treatment effect under our assumptions.
Another problem is that there might have potential unobserved confounding variables for mobility behaviours.
The dataset used in our work contains limited demographics under privacy concerns. Potential confounding
variables include occupation [15], employment [66], education [9]. Despite this limitation, we note that the causal
edge between the potential confounding variables may not have enough effect that is worth being considered in
the causal structure. We only need to take the key variables into consideration.

6.3

Future Works

The current study may not comprehensively consider every detail, however, it does illustrate an approach to
explore the causal effects of mobility patterns on individual health using passively collected mobility record data
for the first time. In the future, we plan to incorporate more categories of contextual behaviours so as to consider
broader possible causes on health status, instead of restricted in the six categories in the current work that has
been proved health-correlated in previous studies. More detailed individual health reports with a longer duration
can be adopted as the data source of health status, relieving the confounding effect brought by unspecified health
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status. Besides, since our analysis is limited to the city of Beijing, we would prefer to conduct the causal analysis
on broader populations and populations from multiple cities, where new insights may be possibly drawn. Based
on the analyses on populations covering various cultures and scales, we would like to be devoted to design an
efficient causal-aware health monitoring model based on mobility behaviour that embeds the awareness of their
causal effects on health status.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we quantify the causal effect of urban mobility behaviours on individual health status. We collect
2,112 individuals’ mobility traces from the cellular network for two months and their corresponding health
conditions. Sixteen mobility behaviour patterns are extracted from the mobility traces, including physical mobility
behaviours, environment features, and contextual mobility behaviours. Case studies show that the correlation
directions may be confounded by confounding variables. We propose a framework based on the propensity score
matching method to estimate the causal effect of mobility on health status by removing the bias brought by
confounding effects. We prove that the matching procedure balances the distributions of confounding variables on
treatment groups to simulate a randomized controlled trial. Our results provide new insight into understanding
the role of mobility behaviour in influencing health status. Physical mobility behaviours and living environment
have significant estimated effects on health status. The directions of estimated causal effects imply that a larger
mobility range, higher visiting diversity, more sports facilities and scenic parks, and fewer entertainment venues
and tobacco shops in the neighbourhood can be beneficial to better health status. We also observe that some causal
directions are different from correlation directions. For instance, visiting more sports facilities are approximated to
be health-friendly, while the correlation direction is opposite. A supplementary experiment on mobility pattern’s
effect on hospital readmission demonstrates that most patterns have a similar effect on overall health status and
readmission. This result lends more credibility to the estimated effects on health status. Furthermore, we utilize
the significance of estimated causal effect as a guideline for feature selection in health prediction tasks. Our
strategy of filtering out causally insignificant input features to prevent over-fitting. Prediction results of naive
Bayes prediction models increase significantly by this selection strategy, and it outperforms other widely-used
feature selection approaches. These improvements validate the efficiency of our selection method. Our work
can be adapted for various applications. The thought of de-confounding and causal-based feature selection for
the prediction can be adopted for broader health analysis. The estimated effects of mobility patterns can be
considered in urban policy planning and individual health monitoring.
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